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Second lecture: Survey of most recent results in genome
biology: the RNA revolution

• miRNA and post-transcriptional regulation.

• The Fantom project: non coding RNA’s.

Question: how much do we really understand of our genome?
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or a long time, RNA has lived in the shadow of its more famous chemical cousin DNA and of the proteins that
supposedly  took  over RNA’s functions in the transition from the “ RNA world”  to the modern one. T he shadow
cast has b een so deep that a whole universe (or so it seems) of RNA— predominantly  of the noncoding
variety — has remained hidden from view, until recently .

Nor is RNA q uite so inert or structurally  constrained as its cousin; its conformational versatility  and
cataly tic ab ilities have b een implicated at the very  core of protein sy nthesis and possib ly  of RNA splicing.

Noller (p. 1 5 0 8 ) discusses how the b asic b uilding b lock  of RNA— the doub le helix — has b een fashioned into the intricate
“ protein-lik e”  three-dimensional surfaces of the rib osome. A further parallel b etween RNA and protein is revealed in the
structure of an RNA group I self-splicing intron, which uses an arrangement of two metal ions for phosphory l transfer
much lik e that seen in many  protein enz y mes (p. 1 5 8 7 ). Another group I– lik e intron cataly z es the formation of a tiny  RNA
lariat, a reaction strik ingly  similar to one seen in group II introns and spliceosomal introns (pp. 1 5 8 4  and 1 5 3 0 ). T his
unusual lariat, at the very  5 ′ end of the resultant mRNA, is suggested to help protect the mRNA from degradation. T he
dy namics of the RNA messages passed b etween nucleus and cy toplasm provide a
complex  and sophisticated lay er of regulation to gene ex pression, covered b y  M oore
(p. 1 5 1 4 ), who describ es the teams of proteins that escort and regulate mRNA throughout

the various stages of its life (and death) . Death for many
mRNAs occurs in cy toplasmic foci called P -b odies, which can
also act as temporary  storage depots for nontranslating mRNAs
(see the Science E x press Report b y  M . B rengues et a l.).

S mall noncoding microRNAs (miRNAs) have b een found
in such ab undance that they  have b een christened the “ dark
matter”  of the cell, a view reinforced b y  an analy sis of the
small RNAs found in A r a b id o p s is (pp. 1 5 67  and 1 5 2 5 ). T he
role of miRNAs and of their close cousins small interfering
RNAs (siRNAs) in RNA silencing is discussed b y  Z amore
and H aley  (p. 1 5 1 9 ) , and illustrated in the poster pullout in
this issue and in research showing that miRNAs can repress
the initiation of translation (p. 1 5 7 3 ) and, intriguingly , can also
increase mRNA ab undance (p. 1 5 7 7 ) . [ S ee also this week ’s
online S cience of Aging K nowledge E nvironment (S AG E  K E )
and S ignal T ransduction K nowledge E nvironment (S T K E ) ] .
T he phrase “ dark  matter”  could well b e ascrib ed to noncoding
RNA in general. T he discovery  that much of the mammalian
genome is transcrib ed, in some places without gaps (so-called

transcriptional “ forests” ) , shines a b right light on this emb arrassing plentitude:
an order of magnitude more transcripts than genes (pp. 1 5 5 9 , 1 5 64 , and 1 5 2 9 ). M any
of these noncoding RNAs (p. 1 5 2 7 )  are conserved across species, y et their functions
(if any ) are largely  unk nown: A cell-b ased screen shows one, NRO N, to b e a regulator
of the transcription factor NF AT  (p. 1 5 7 0 ). O f course, in some cases it is the act of
transcription that is the regulatory  event, as in the case of the transcriptional regulation
of recomb ination (p. 1 5 8 1 ). F inally , even the coding and b ase-paring capacity  of RNA
can b e altered— b y  RNA editing, in which b ases in the RNA are changed on the fly .
Analy sis of editing enz y mes (p. 1 5 3 4 ) reveals that the cell-signaling molecule IP 6 is
req uired for their editing activity .
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In the Forests of 

RNA Dark Matter
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Poster:RNA Silencing

1519 Ribo-gnome:The Big World of
Small RNAs
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1525 It’s a Small RNA World,After All
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1527 The Functional Genomics of 
Noncoding RNA
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1529 Fewer Genes,More Noncoding RNA
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See also related ScienceExpress Report 
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1. miRNA.

Gene expression can be regulated at many of the steps in the pathway
from DNA to RNA and protein.

MicroRNAs(miRNAs) are a family of 21 - 25 nucleotide small RNAs
that negatively regulate gene expression at the post-transcriptional level.

Members of the miRNAfamily were initially discovered as small temporal
RNAs(stRNAs) that regulate developmental transitions in Caenorhabditis
Elegans(lin-4). (Chalfieet al. 1981; Lee et al. 1993)
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miRNA biology

miRNAare derived from larger precursors that form imperfect stem-loop
structures.

• the nascent miRNAtranscripts (pri-miRNA) are processed into 70
nucleotide precursors (pre-miRNA).

• The precursor is cleaved to generate 21 - 25 nucleotide mature miRNAs
in cytoplasm.
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The miRNA gene regulation mechanism require the couple with a special
protein complex called RNA-Induced Silencing Complex (RISC).

• Even though the precise mechanism of action of the miRNA / RISC
complex is not very well understood, the current paradigm is that miRNAs
are able to negatively affect the expression of a ”target” gene via mRNA
cleavage or translational repression, after antisense complementary base-
pair matching to specific target sequences in the 3’-utr of the regulated
genes.

• In plants, usually miRNA have perfect or near perfect complementarity to
their mRNA target, whereas in animals the complementarity is restricted
to the 5’ regions of the miRNA, in particular requiring a ”seed” of 6
nucleotides, usually from nucleotides 2 to 7.
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The functions in which miRNAs are involved are extremely wide and,
in animals, they include: developmental timing, pattern formation and
embryogenesis, differentiation and organogenesis, growth control and cell
death, with putative involvement in human diseases in the case of H.
Sapiens.

To date, hundreds of miRNAs and their relative targets are annotated
in genomes of different metazoan organism, In addition, it is known that
the miRNAs control is a one-to-many process, meaning that each miRNA is
tough to control from one to hundreds of targets. Moreover, each specific
miRNA binding site is also often overrepresented in a given 3’-utr sequence.
And it is also a combinatorial mechanism, meaning that a certain mRNA
can be under control of many different miRNAs
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MiRNAs also show interesting evolutionary properties between different
species. Up to one third of the miRNAs discovered in C. elegans have
and orthologous in human. On the other hand, specie-specific miRNAs
exist and, in particular, it is established that primates have an own class of
miRNA genes.

However the rules followed by miRNAs in higher eukaryotes are slightly
different from those of C.elegans or plants:
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Rules in animals:

- Starting from 3-UTRs.

- Perfect complementarity or G-U pairing between the target 3-UTR and
the first nucleotides 1-7 or 2-8 of miRNA.

- Favourable structural and thermodynamic heteroduplex formation
between miRNAand its putative targets.

- Evolutionary conservation of miRNAtarget sites.
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miRNA targets

So far, we have a catalogue of about 300 human miRNAgenes.

The functional characterization of miRNAs heavily relies on the
identification of miRNA target genes.

num. human genes ∼ 25000
num. human miRNA genes ∼ 300

num. human genes regulated by miRNA � 5000
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2. The FANTOM project

Functional annotation of the mouse

• Fantom 1 (2000), 21,000 cDNAs

• Fantom 2 (2002), 60,770 cDNAs

• Fantom 3 (2004-2005) functional libraries and 103,000 cDNAs:
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Science 2005, September 2nd �RNA Special Issue�
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Nature, volume 420, (December 5, 2002)
Nature, 420, 520-562, 2002

Nature, 420, 563-573, 2002

Riken �MGSC collaborat

We needed to complement this resource
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• During the initial years of the human genome project, there were many
debates on the number of coding genes. Now apparently settled, around
25,000

• Then many debates started on number of transcripts: latest FANTOM
number: 181,047 !!

which is the origin of such a large discrepancy?
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Main result: unexpected complexity of the
Transcriptome

• Multiple starts/ends of mRNAs/ genes/transcriptional units (TU)

• Transcript density and overlap: Sense-antisense

• Alternative splicing

• Gene fusion

• Promoters identification: Alternative promoters
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Transcriptional ”jungle” complexity

Extensive transcripts overlap:

Need for a new organization of the Transcriptome.

Fantom proposal: hierarchical scheme:

• Transcripts definition: Identification of true starting and termination sites
pairs

• Transcriptional units (TU): Share a part of transcribed sequence in the
same orientation

• Transcriptional forests
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GIS

chr2:25489308..25589307

CAGE

cDNAs

GSC

Genome viewer
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Main results at the proteome level:

• No good overlap with ENSEMBL (predicted) genes

• More than 5000 novel proteins were identified.

In some cases genes are hidden inside other genes!

• More than 78,000 different splicing patterns were detected
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Novel genes are important!
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The challenge: noncoding RNA

• Protein-coding clones: 64,672 most of them can be safely annotated

• Non-protein coding clones: 38,129 (even with a more conservative
annotation pipeline more than 33,000 clones are certainly non-coding)

Can we say anything about them??

They are less conserved But their promoters are conserved!
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Annotation result
Including noncoding cDNA pipeline

Coding
(complete)

48 599

Non-coding
33 554

Coding
(immature)

20 648

Coding (immature) includes “Truncated”, “intron retention”,
“UTR”, and “internally primed”.

FANTOM3

102 801
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The mistery: Sense-Antisense pairs

Huge amount of sense-antisense pairs detected.

Except RNAi, other potential functions are:

• Transcription interference

• CpG island overlap

• Triplex

• ??? ???
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Alternative splicing and Gene fusion

These were both known events in transcription. However Fantom has
shown that they are much more frequent than expected:

• nearly each gene is alternative spliced (more than 78,000 splicing patterns
were observed)

• almost 1500 event of gene fusion were detected!!
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Skips 11 exons
Skips 4 exons

polyA-3

polyA-4

polyA-1 polyA-2

Exon skipping in Csf1r
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Retinol dehydrogenase 1 Retinol dehydrogenase 9

Gene Fusion
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Gene Fusions

Gene fusions in 

Fantom + public 

sequences:

1499

(protein coding only)
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TSS

Transcriptional start sites are much less precise than expected. They
can be organized in four classes

• ”traditional ones” with a precise isolated localization

• broad TSS

• bimodal (sometimes multimodal)

• a localized TSS within a broad background
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Genomic
mappings
of TSS:
modality
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Association of TSS types with
features of promoter sequences

(TSS with >=100 tags)
RED: overrepresented

Green: underrepresented
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Tissue specific
promoters are

generally TATA
box, SP type, while

“housekeeping
transcript” are

controlled by CpG
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http://fantom.gsc.riken.go.jp/
• Databases
• cDNA Annotation (Annotation strategy)

– RIKEN cDNA Annotation Viewer
– Public cDNA Viewer

• Sense/Antisense
– SADB (Sense/Antisense Database)

• CAGE  (Cap-Analysis Gene Expression)
– CAGE Basic Viewer (CAGE primary Database) [mouse | human]
– CAGE Analysis Viewer (Promoter Database) [mouse | human]

• Genomic Elements Viewer [mouse | human]
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